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INTRO•DUCTI ON

This is an interim report, designed to present the results of the first year
of a two-year study of the costs of rearing and feeding cattle for beef. It deals
with costs and returns for the year ending November 1962, and it is hoped to follow
it with a more comprehensive report dealing with the two year's results up to
November 1963 when the investigation has been completed.

The last study of beef cattle production in Yorkshire made by the Economics
Section was in 1_954-6 and the report then issued has been out of print for some
years. Since that time considerable changes have occurred in rearing and feeding
methods; amongst these are the decline in popularity of multiple suckling as a
method of calf rearing, the tendency to finish cattle at earlier ages and, most
striking of all, the development of the barley feeding technique, developed by
Dr.Preston at the Rowett Research Institute. It has not been possible to obtain
many cost records of the Rowett system as yet, but., although pure barley feeding
is not yet a common practice, the ideas behind Dr.Preston's work have had a
considerable influence on more orthodox feeding practices and have encouraged a
greater use of rolled barley and an increase in ,dry feeding.

The farms included in the survey are 80 in number and come from all three
ridings of Yorkshire. They may be divided very roughly into five groups of
approximately equal size situated respectively in the Holderness area of the Dast
Riding; the southern part of the plain of York round Selby; the northern plain of
York between York and Northallerton; the area around Malton and the Hasham
Richmond area in the North Riding. Most of the farms are primarily arable farms,
although a few predominantly grass farms are included in the costs of rearing.

The method of costing has been to obtain from each cooperating farmer, by
means of periodical visits, details of the foods fed, labour and other expenses
incurred and a record of all sales and purchases of cattle. In some cases all the
cattle on the farm have been costed in this way, in others, for reasons of
convenience, typical batches have beer selected for costing. Home grown fodder
has been charged at a uniform rate on all farms, based on average costs of
production. Home grown grain has been charged at the average market price for the
whole winter period. Thus, although barley prices, for example, fluctuated
from about 17s.6d to 27s per cwt, it has been charged throughout at 21s per cwt.
Since one of the purposes of the c osts is to give guidance for future planning,
it seemed undesirable to complicate the comparisons by charging different rates
for cereals fed merely because of the time of year at which the cattle happened
to be in yards. The figures given for quantities of foods used make it possible
for anyone who wishes to do so to adjust the costs to represent other price
levels. Details of the actual rates used for charging home-grown foods, labour,
etc. will be found in an appendix.



The field work for the initial stages of this investigation

has been carried out by J.B.BUTLER, C.J.BLACK, I.G.SINEPSON,

E DAWSON L . BOLTON , J .1C .1-TARDIE and E.G. HUNT The interim

report is written by.J.B.BUTLER.

The University takes the opportunity to thank the farmers

who are cooperating in.the study.

W.HARWOOD LONG
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Since the report is limited to a single year's records, it follows that
continuous costs cannot be given for animals kept for more than one year on the

-farm. Tables are therefore given which show the costs separately for each stage,
e.g. calf rearing, yarding and grazing stores, and fattening in yards or at grass.
In view, however, of the importance to the farmer of having some information
about the total cost of productioa of the finished animal in relation to the price
received, we have included (in Table IX) estimates of total cost covering the
Thole rearing period on those farms where infor,:ation -v-Jas available on which such
estimates could be based. This has involved assuming that estirrat of the costs
incurred in 1960-61 in rearing cattle for sale in 1961-62 can be based with
sufficient accuracy on the actual costs incurred on cattle of similar ages in
1961-62. In this way it is possible to use a single year's castings to estimate
the total costs incurred in keeping cattle for periods longer than one year. The
summaries given in Table IX are probably sufficiently accurate to Rive a useful
guide to the costs of producing stores at different ages and at different times
of year. If they are read in conjunction with Tables V and VIII (in vhich
average costs and returns from the final fattening stage are shown) they provide
an indication of the total costs and r eturns likely to be obtained from home
reared cattle. Table X gives similar estimates based on variable costs only.

When the final report on the investiKation is issued next year, we hope to
have available actual. cost figures over a two year period, which will make it
possible to dispense with many of the estimates which have been necessary- in the
present interim report.

CALF REARING

The majority of the cattle costed in the qnquiry were home reared from purchased
calves. Friesian calves were easily the most numerous, but a number of other types
of calf, including a .considerable number of Hereford crosses, were reared.
Multiple suckling appears to be decreasing in importance. It suffers frora the
serious drawback of d'ependence on the availability of suitable calves at the
precise .time .When the cows are ready to suckle them. Since it is difficult at any
time to obtain good calves for rearing, any system which increases the farmer's
dependence on the v agaries of the market is likely to be unpopular. Methods of
artificial rearing, too, are becoming increasingly reliable and satisfactory, so
that there is little inducement to retain the more old fashioned method,
particularly as it shows no saving in cost or in labour time and requires, for the
maintenance of the nurse cows, land which, could often be put to better use.

Single suckling, on the other hand, seems to be maintaining or even increasing
its popularity. It avoids the bugbear of 4ependence on the market for calves
and produces good stores with a minimum of trouble. The great weakness of the
system on arable farms is, of course, the large area of land required to maintain the
herd. A suckling cow may use up to 2 acres of land to produce a single calf,
so that the rate of output and ofit is necessarily low by arable farming
standards. Nevertheless the suckling herd may have a place as a consumer of
grads and roughages on those farms where there is unploughable grassland or where
the 'growth of leys is considered necessary for reasons of crop hygiene or
fertility. From the point of -view of cheapness and ease of manager.-lent the ideal
arrangement in a single suckling herd is for the calves to be born when the cows
are ready to go to grass in April. This enables the cows to be kept very cheaply

and with the minimum of attention. Unfortunately most farmers find that April
born calves are not sufficiently well grown in the autumn for sale or f or
successful wintering as stores. Most suckling cows are therefore calved in

January or Febraary, or even earlier. This increases the amount of supplementary

feeding necessary and also the d emand for labour, although at this time of year
ample labour is likely to be available on most farms.
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TABLE.1. COST OF REaRING CALVES BY SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SUCKLING 19€1/1

Number of costs
I Number of cows per farm
I Average number of calves reared per cow
I Average age of calves at end of

co sting period

i COST OF SUCKLING COITS PER HEAT
'
Foods: Hay and straw

Silage, roots and kale
Home grown corn
Purchased concentrates

Total foods.
! Grazing
' Manual Lab our
I Tractor Work
i Nis cellane ous expenses
Charge for buildings and equipmentIC ow depreciation

'Share of overhead expenses

Total gross cost

1 Less credits for subsidies, milk etc.
Net cost per cow

1 Cost per calf reared

C OST PER  CILFREfRED
Moods: Purchased foods

Home - grown corn
Hay
Other foods

Total food
!Share of cost of cow
!Manual and tractor labour
'Vet and miscellanecus expenses
!Charge for buildings and eauipment
!Share of overhead expenses
!Cost of purchased calves

!Total cost of calf •

Sucklir Julti1e Suckling

28
.98

8- months

s d.

7. 2. 4.

t136: 211-:
: 411: 3)1(: 11 

8. 8. 5.
3.16. 2.
1. 2. 4.
1.10. 0.

9.
3. 2. 5.
3. 2.  2.

37. 6. 6.
2.18. O.

34. 8. 6.
.18. 8.

2. 2.
34.18. e.

4
10

6 months

E. 5. do

5.19. 0.
3.12. 7.
5. 6.10.
11.13. 6. 
26.11.11.
5. 6. 3.
11. 9. 6.
1. 4. 1.
1. 8. 7.

3. 0.
5. 0. 0.
. 12.

55.15. 9.

51. 2.10.
2, 

5. o. 6.
2.10. 3.
1. 4. 8.

6. 6.

9. 1.11.
5. 1. 2.
2. 5.11.

6. 10.8.
2. 0.

1. 4. 0..
6.! 12. 0. 2.

35. 1.10!

1

0. I

a.
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AVEInGE CCST OF RELRING CALVES BY BUCKET FUMING ....1.26216...2_

'Number of costs
iliverage number of calves
I4e of.221Y.2L_LL2E.q. 2L..2.2.ELLIE_EL'a21-______ I 
- COST PFR CALF REARED ' 1
Foods: Purchased foods

Homegrown corn
Hay
Milk and other foods

Total foods
'Grazing
Manual and tractor labour
iVet and medicines
Jascellaneous expenses
ICharge for buildings and equipment

1Share of overhead. expenses
Total cost of: rearing

1
Initial cost of calf

Total cost 22r head to 6 months •

1_21222.2ET
28
28
6 months

E. s. d.
7.18. 4.
2. 0. 6.
1. 1. 2.

5. 9. 
11. 5. 9,

1. 2.
2.13. 6.
10. 1.
1. 8.

. 2, 1.
1. 9. 5. ______1

1

16. 3. 8.
10. 1. 5.

It will be noted that single suckled calves have been costed up to

the date of weaning in the autumn, an average of 8i7 months, for multiple suckled
and bucket reared calves a fixed rearing period of 6 months has been taken for
costing purposes.

No apportionment of Labour Costs between cows and calves has been

made on single suckling herds; for multiple sucked calves althaigh the labour

cost has been divided the apportionment i necessarily somewhat arbitrary.

In the case of single suckling (and, to a less extent, multiple suckling)

the cost of keeping the cow is a major element in the cost of the c alf. For the

former, the whole cost of the cow for the year must be borne by the calf, since

there is no other source of income from the herd. The cost of a multiple
suckling cow is shared equally among all the calves she rears during the year.- v

No division has been made between different systems of artificial rearing.
The "early weaning" system does not a pp ear to differ significantly in cost from the

more conventional type of rearing on milk substitute, which continues to be
widely used.

It will be seen that artificial rearing is the cheapest method and single

suckling the most expensive. Calves for multi-Dle suckling cost on average E2

per head more than those bought for bucket rearing ( even after allowing for the

free calf provided by the suckling cow) and this may be partly due to the

necessity of buying calves at times when prices are unfavourable in order to

maintain a regular supply. No assessment of the relative merits of the calves

reared can be made at this stage.
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STORE CATTLE

In the days when it was traditional practice to finish cattfrle at 2-i to 3 years 9
or even older i there was a well defined store period in the process -6f beef cattle
production. With earlier finishing this store period is much less clearly
defined or, as in the case of an intensively fed beast sold at little more than a
year old, may disappear altogether. Nevertheless, for most cattle finished at
18 months or over, there remains a gap between the completion of calf rearing at
about 6 months and the commence-lent of the final finishing stage; and it is
convenient to refer to this as a "store" period. The type of ration fed during
this time will depend mainly upon the ace at thich the cattle are to be finished:
in extreme cases "store" cattle may be nothing but the had doers out of a bunch
of fattening cattle, which fail to finish and are therefore carried on for a
further season before being sold. For this reason there can be a good deal of
variation in store costs. In the tables which follow we have done no more than
show average costs for cattle of different acres. In comparing their own costs
with the appropriate averages, farmers will naturally rake alio-vela-floe for any
special circumstances existing on their own farms.

The costs of yarded stores are slightly higher for the larger cattle
(about 17s.10d per week for cattle over 12 months against 16s.9d per week for those
between 6 and 12 months) and the bigger animals consume a rather higher
proportion of hay and green fodder and less corn, but the differences in cost are
not large.

TABLE. III. AVEUGE COST OF KEEPING STORE CATTLE IN YARDS 1961/2

Number of costs •
!Average number of Cattle in yards
!Average length Of store period

'COST PER HEAD 

I 
Foods : Hay and straw

Silage, roots & kale
Home grown corn •
Purchased foods

Total foods

!Cattle 6 - 12 months Cattle over 12 months ;

!Manual labour •
,Tract or -froariz
!Miscellaneous expenses
ICharge for buildings & eauipment
IShare of overhead expenses
;Less on casualties

Total cost Der head

• 17
23
162 days

s. d.
3. 9.10.
1.16, 8.
5. 0. O.

4• 4. 3. 
14.10, 9.
2. 8.11.

4.11.
3, 8.
4. 0.

1.15, 2.
1. 8.

19. 9. 1.

22
15

171 days

s. d.
4.16. 6.

3. 0.10.
3.18. 7.

4. 6.11.  
16, 2.10.
3. O. 6.

7.11.
2.10.
3. 1,

1,19. 9.

21.16,11,

Costs of keeping store cattle at grass are sham in Table IV. The larger
cattle cost approximately 5s.10d per week and need the equivalent of .about
acre of grass; the smarter beasts cost 4s.2d per week and ne'ed only half an acre.

The cost per acre for the grass shorn in tb.e..table is averaged over. all the
farms :with grazing cattle, but the sum charged to each group of cattle is

calculated only from those farms on vhich cattle of that age were kept.
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The cost of grazing is influenced by two factors: the amount spent on
fertilisers, rent andY other costs of growing the grass and the numbers of stock
grazed. Intensive grazing may he cheaper than non-intensive because, although
more is spent an fertilisers, the grass will carry more stock as a consequence,
whereas such fixed costs as rent and fencing remain unchanged. Consequently
the cost per head may be reduced. The real value of the grazing cannot be
finally assessed unless we know the liveweight gains of the stock grazed. Data
on this point were unfortunately not available. on the costed farms.

TABLE. Br. COSTS OF STORE CATTLE AT  GR2,SS 1961/62 

ICOST OF GRASS PER ACRE
'Rent
!Fertilisers
!Establishment

rultivations,
Total

!Share of cost of
LELper acre of

IdOST OF GRAZING PER HEAD

of Leys
fencing and other costs

cost per acre on grazing
mowing fields grazed
all grass grazed

iNuEber of costs
lAverage number of cattle grazed
!Average length of grazing period

iAcres grazed per head
:Cost of grass per head
ISapple:aentary feeding
iManu,a1 and tractor labour

•Miscellaneous expenses ,
Phare of overhead expenses
;Loss on casualties

iTotal cost of .grazing per. head

fields

Stores 6-12

Group Average
E. s. d.
3.10. 7.
2. 7. 0.

6. 5.
18. 7.

7. 2. 7.
3.10. 6,
6.12.10,

Group AverEt
mths Stores Over 1 Yeari

23
21

178 days

35
E. s. d. I E. s. d.
3.11. 1. 1 5, 5. 6.

9. 5. 15. 6.

14' 
3. 

14. 3.
1.1. 2.9.

9. 7. 1 13.10.
2. 7. 1.

5, 5, 7.

28
21
190 days

7.18.11,
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FATT-172TING CATTLE

YARD 17/1TT -MING

Fattening costs for winter fed cattle were divided into -three groups
according to the age at which the cattle were sold. In the first group were
cattle sold at 2 years old or more (-;:hat would at one time have been regarded
as the normal system of fecJding), in the second were cattle sold between
18 months and 2 years (now the commonest age for selling ho-le-reared cattle)
and in the third group were the inteTisively fed animals which were marketed fat
at a year old after being fed intensively from birth.

Table V shows the costs incurred for feeding in the first :two of these
groups, and the returns and rargins. Table VI gives similar data for
intensively fed cattle.

TABL-12.V. COSTS 80 RETURNS OF FATT=NG CATTLE IN =DS 196.1/J2

Number of Costs
Average number of cattle in yard
Average length of feeding period
Average weight of fat cattle

CMS PER MAD
Foods Fay and Straw

Silage, roots and kale
Home grown corn
Purchased foods

Total foods
Manual labour
Tr.acior work
Miscellaneous expenses
Marketing expenses
Charge for buildings and equipment
Sliare of overhead expenses
Loss on casualties

1

18-24 months

15
23

174 days
9.1 cwts

E. s. d.

4.12. 1.
3. 7. 3.
8. 3. 6.
6.17.11.

Group Average
Over 24 months

21
27

144 days
9.5 cuts

E. s. d. I

3.12. 5.
7. 7.11.
5.18. 3.

23. 0. 9. 21. 8.11.
2 3. 1. 2. .12. 1.

15. 3. 6. 2.

4
Total cost of fattening 31. 5.11.
Cost of store 42. 5. 7.,
Total cost of fat beast 73.11. 6. .• „

•RETURNS PER HEAD

3. 0.
1. 3, 2.

3. 0.
2.11, 8,

2. 8.

28.10. 8.
60. 6.10.
88.11. 6.

Sale value, incl.Deficiency :Payment I el. 6. 6. 89. 0.10.
Calf subsidy received 7. 3. 8. 3.16. 2.
Attested subsidy 16.10. 15. 8. i

1
89. 7. 0.Total return

Cost as shown above

Margin (profit) per head

93.12. 8. i

73.11. 6. 1. 88.11. 6.
I i t

i 
4
t
i
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Tab The cost of labour should be £3.10.0. instead of £4.18.1.
This reduces the share of overhead expenses to £5.2.0. and the total cost
per head to £67.2.8. The final margin per head is increased from
£13.16.3. to  £15.7.3.

jNumber of Costs
jAverag-e number of cattle sold
lAverage age at sale

...:EEf„ELEflreA_ of fat bep.:t sold  
:COSTS PER HEAD 

1Foods: Hay
Silage, roots and kale
Home grown corn
Purchased foods

Total foods
Manual labour
'Tractor work
iMiscellaneous expenses

lYisaket expenses
'Rent & depreciation of buildings and equipment
!Share of overhead expenses
'Loss on casualties
'Initial value of calf

Total cost Der head

!RETURNS PER HEAD 
'Sale value, including Deficiency Payment
Calf subsidy received

(Attested subsidy
1
i Total return
i Cost, as shown above
I 

.
 Margin per head  

Group Average

6
14
13 months
8 owts 

E. s. d.
1. 0. 3.
1. 1. 5.
24.19. 7*
17.18. 7.
44.19.10.
4.18. 1.

9. 3.
1. 2. 9.

11.11.
7.10.

5. 4.11.
1. 9.

10.17. 4-

"2. 9.11.

65..13., •
13.16. 3.

Table V shows that of the groups fed in a more or less traditional way at
1(3 months or more, the younger cattle averaged a month longer in the yards than
the older ones and the total cost per head was therefore slightly higher,
although the cost per week (25s compared with 2.7s,5d) was less. Fond
accounted for three-civarters of the total cost in each cane, and concentrates -
purchased and home grown - for two-thirds of the food ccost.

When we turn to the returns and margins the younger cattle are seen to
have left a considerably higher profit than the older ones. In comparing the
two figures, however, it io necessary to bear in mind that nearly all the
younger oattle are home reared, and that the store values shown for them are
based on cost of production with no allowance for profit. The final margin on
the fat beast, therefore, has to cover, on these farms, the whole process of
production from calf stage to Pi_nal sale, extending over fully 10 months and
making oonsiderable demands for land for fodder and grazing. The group of
older cattle, on the other hand, contains several cases where the dtores were
purchased (or entered at market value in the absence of information about
rearing costs); consequently an element of profit has already been allowed
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LEVI. COSTS & RE.CURNS OF INTENSIVE BEEF PRODUCTION 1961-2

1Number of Costs
'Average number of cattle sold
!Average age at sale
Ipriverag_p_weight of fat b east sold  
!COSTS PER HEAD 
!Foods: Hay

Silage, roots and kale
Home grown corn
Purchased foods

Total foods
iManual labour
[Tract or work
Miscellaneous expenses
!Market expenses
ent & depreciation of buildings and equipment

1Share of overhead expanses

1Loss on casualties-Initial value of calf

Total cost Der head 

!RETURNS PER HEAD
'Sale value, includIng Deficiency Payment
!Calf subsidy received
lAtt est ed subsidy

Total return
Cost, as shown above

  Margin per head

•••• •

GropAveragej

6
14
13 months
8 cwts

E. s. d.
1. 0. 3.
1. 1. 5.
24.19- 7.17.18. 7. 
44.19.10.
4.18. 1.

9. 3.
1. 2. 9.
11.11.
7.10.

5. 4.11.
1. 9.

10.1
 68.13.  8.

72. 4.11.
9. 5. 0.
l• O• O•

02. 9.11.

  13.16.

Table V shows that of the groups fed in a more or less traditional way at
10 months or more, the younger cattle averaged a month longer in the yards than
the older ones and the total cost per head was therefore slightly higher,
although the cost per week (25s compared with 27s,5d) was less.
accounted for three-cluarters of the total cost in each case, and concentrates -
purchased and home grown - for two-thirds of the rood ccost.

When we turn to the returns and margins the younger cattle are seen to
have left a considerably higher profit than the older ones. In comparing the
two figures however, it is necessary to bear in mind that nearly all the
younger oattle are home reared, and that the store values shown for them are
based on cost of production with no allowance for profit. The final margin on
the fat beast, therefore, has to cover, on these farms, the whole procecs of
production from calf stage to. final sale, extending over fully 10 months and
making oonsiderable demand6 for land for fodder and grazing. The group of
older cattle, on the other hand, Po rit ains several cases where the stores were
purchased (or entered at market value in the absence of information about
rearing costs); consequently an element of profit has already been allowed
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in the price of the store and the margin on the sale of the fat beast has to
cover only the final finishing stage, covering less than 6 months and requiring
considerably less land for the growth of fodder. Even when this allowance is made,
however, there can be little doubt that sale at a younger age is the more profitable
system, The only exception to this conclusion would be where the cattle are used
as a form of intensive stock, comparable to pigs, and are kept to convert home
grown grain v,rithcut Eking any demands for land. In such circumstances, however,
it is obvious from Table VI that a more intensive system than the feeding of
2 year old stores is likely to r.7ive better results. It should p- haus be added that
in the few, records available where bigger store cattle were fed on an ad-lib
barley' system of the Rowett type the margins were very much better than those on
more conventional rations and, in view of the shorter feeding period, compared
favourably with those from intensive feeding. Unfortunately the number of costs
of these intensive ad-lib feeding systems (whether of calves or of larger stores)
is not large enough at this stage to support definite conclusions. In particular
the risk of losses would ap-pear to be higher with the dry feeding systems.

Table VII shows the average quantities of food consumed by both store and
fattening cattle. The figures show only the group averages, and do not represent
the amounts fed on any one farm or for any particular system of rationing. The
table also indicates the approximate areas of land needed to grow the fodder crops
consumed. It should be noted that in calculating these acreage requirements, home
grown corn (which is charged at market price) is not included.

TABLE VII. • AVERAGE QUANTITIES OF FOOD FED TO FAT & STORE CATTLE 1961-2

iSTORE CATTLE

'Average length. of feeding period

IQuantitieead

!Hay and Straw
IR too s
!Silage
Beet tops and kale.
IHome grown corn
1Pur.Qbased concentrates
1Beet pulp

1A.creage required

••••-•••••• •

iFATTFINTNG CATTLE

•••

lAverage length of feeding pa.iod
Quantities per head

jlay and straw
;Roots .
(Silage..
IBeet tops and kale
'Home grown corn
!Purchased concentrates
iBeet pulp

lAcrç reauired

••••• •

Cattle
6-.12 months

Cattle
12-24 months

162 days

cwt s

11.6
10.2
8.5
.2

4.5
1.6
1.5

i .34
Sold at Sold at
12 months 18-24 months

383 days
•cwts

3.7

11.7

22.9
• 7.5
2.5

.18

174 days
cvrts...•.
16.9
17.6
15.4
1.7
7.4
3.8
.9

171 days

cwts

19.2
18.7
11.0

3.6
1.2
2.5

Sold at over
24 months

144 days
cwts

16.3
25.1
8.4

4,3
6.7
2.0

2.4

. 2
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G-. R -ASS FATTENING.

•The analysis of the cost data for grass fattened cattle presents a
difficulty. The number of records is too small for subdivision into adequately
sized sub-groups according to age, and in any case precise information about
the ages at which these cattle were sold is sometimes lacking, especially when
they were bought as stores. On the other hand, the sample covers a rather wide
range (although most of the cattle were sold at ages of more than 2 years).
Furthermore, reference to Table IX and to the remarks in the next section will
show that the cost of stores in the spring differs very widely between those
which are 2 years old at that time and those Which are only 18 months. This is
due to the high cost of an extra half-rear's yard feeding in the early stages
of rearing. In order to give some indication of the effect of this wide
difference in initial cost of the stores on the profitability of the whole feeding
programme it seemed desirable, in spite of the small numbers available, to show
separately the costs from the younger and older cattle respectively. In making
the division it has been necessary to omit cases Where the cattle were of mixed
ages or of uncertain age, so that only 14 out of the 19 farms costed appear in
the sub groups.

TABLE.VIII. COSTS & RETURTIS FATTENING CATTLE AT GRASS 1961-2

. - •

1
iNumbar of Costs
!Average number of cattle grazed
4k-velength of grazing period(days
lAcres grazed (per head)
i of fat beast ssoll.dcwts
I
Av bI 
COST OF GRAZING PER HEAD
'Cost of grass
'Supplementary feeding
1Manual and tractor labour
'Miscellaneous expenses
'Share of overhead expenses
1Loss on casualties
I Total cost of grazing
Cost of Store

Total cost of production
of fat beast

RETURNS PEA IfgAD
'Sale value,including Deficiency

payment 76. 1. O.
;Calf Subsidy 3. 1. 8.
!Attested Subsidy 1 1. 3.  1.
: Total return 1 80, 5. 9. ' 73.17,6. i 84.15. 7.

Cost,as shown above 71.16. 8. 1 58.19. O. 1 78.17.  8.

All farms
19
21

,....c.9 of Store in spring_......  ______.........
16 months ! 24 months-

5 i,r.8
107 101
.50 .46

s. d. E. s. d.
3. 5. 5, 3. 1. 5.

4.2.
12. 9. 1. 4.10.

1. 2. 3. 1 16. 8.
10. 5. j 10. 3.

LJ 9.
6. 9. 9. 5.13. 2,

I 71.16. 8.
• .,•••

Marzi_n per head ) 8.

27
108,
.55

_ 192.3  
-E. s. d.
3.12.10.

7, 5.
9. 8.

1, 2. 5,
11. 3.
19., 1..

7. 2. 8.
71.15. o.• .

r 0 ojL'J.f a •

i
I
i

68.11.10. i 82. 6. 9.
5. 1. 8. j 1. O. 7.

Q. 1 1. 8. 3.

q i•14.18. 6. 5.17.11.
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In table VIII the costs are shown in three columns. The first columngives the overall average for all the records, whilst the second and thirdcolumns show the averages for those farms in the sample where the cattle, at• the commencement of the feeding period, were known to be less than 20 monthsor more than 20 months old respectively. They therefore correspond roughlyto the feeding of year or 2 year old. gtores.

The differences between these sub groups are very marked and, because thevride difference in store cost is not matched by a corresponding difference inweight or value at. the -bimo of sale, the younger animahi show a very much betterrate of profit. Here again it must be remembered that most of the youngerstores are home reared whilst a good proportion of the larger ones are purchased,so the profit on the younger cattle has to cover profit on the rearing of thestore as well as on fattening.

The smallness of the samples makes ,it impossible to arrive at firmconclusions, and the overall average figures are clearly little more than anindication of a half-way point between varying systems. We must, therefore,regard the results as suggestive but no more.
The actual costs of growing the grass, which have already been given inTable IV are not repeated here. The fact that many farms had both 'stores andfeeding cattle grazing during the summer makes it unsatisfactory to attempt anyseparation of grass costs between cattle of different types.

TOTAL COSTS OF REARING STORES
On farms where h ..)ine reared cattle of all ages were found an attempt wasmade, by combining costs for the different stages, to build up a continuouscost for the rearing process as carried out on that particular farm. The chiefobstacle to this is that cattle are not reared in compact bunches; calves tendto .be bought almost continuously throughout the year on many farms with theresult that the ages of different groups of cattle vary Quite widely. However,.it has been possible to build up a series of rearing costs for summer and winterreared calves respectively, and to carry them forward to represent the costsof producing stores at 12 and 18 months. The costs are, of course, estimatesonly? because they were all collected in 1961-2, and the records dealing with.the costs from 12 to 18 months refer to different bunches of cattle from thosedealing with .the costs of the earlier stages of rearing. Nevertheless thecosts shoul.d be reasonably representative and provide a useful supplement to thefigures given in the earlier Dart of this report, which relate to separateperiods and do not attempt to connect them together to give a continuous record.,
Table IX gives details both for farms rearing autumn born calves during the'winter, and for spring born calves reared during the summer. * Only the cost ofrearing stores is included in the -banes and, as some of the farms either soldtheir calves at 12 months old or started fattening them at that age, the numberof 'records for the '12-18 months stage is less than for the first 12 months.



TABLE IX
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COST OF. HOME REARED STORES

"AUTUMN_ BORN CALVES

No.of records 0-12 months

1Cost of first winter (calf rearing)Cost of first summer (grazing)
Cost of Store at 12 months in

21 455
No.of records 12-18 months 10 112

Cost of second winter (in yards)

Cost of Store at 18 months in

calves reared)
calves reared

E• s. d•
28.14. 9.
5.10. 8.

autumn

19.11. 5.
sDring

SPRING MU CALVES

No.of records 13 ( 278 calves reared)

Cost of first summer (calf rearing)
Cost of winter (in yards)

Cost of Store at 12 months in spring

1 
Cost of Store at 18 months in autumn

s. d.
30, 1. 7.
19. 5. 1.

oat of second summer (at grass) 6.11. 9.

Z• a • 0

34. 5. 5.

• U..

49. g. 1

,ln• 5. 1

These tables bring out clearly the much higher cost of a 12 month old store
born in the spring compared with.an animal of the same age born in the autumn.
This is due to the fact that a spring born calf is kept indoors for tb.e whole
of tile first year (unless it is single suckled), whereas an autumn calf can
graze throughout the summer. At 18 months, however, there is little difference
in cost, because at this stage both aninals have had two seasons indoors and
one summer at grass.

Some of the spring born calves in the above table were, in facto single
suckled. We have already seen that such calves tend to cost slightly more than
those reared by other mean. The difference, for the farms included in the table
was as follows: Cost to 12 months Cost to 18 months

E. s. d.
Single suckled calves 52.12. 0,
other calves 45. 8, 6.

E. s. d.
59. 7. 0.
52. 0. 6.

In comparing the figures shown in Table IX with the rearing costs and
store values given in earlier tables, two points must be kept in mind.
The rearing costs for calves given in Table IX are for the thole of the first
winter (or summer) and frequently cover a period of about 8-9 months, as
compared with the six-months rearing period in Tables I and II for multiple
suckled and bucket reared calves. The costs of stores at 12 and 10 months
in Table IX tend to be lower than those in Tables V and VIII bdcause the latter
not only contain a number of purchased stores bought at higher prices, but also
refer to animals of varying ages which, on average, are rather older than
those in Table IX,
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IRISH STORES

The majority of the cattle fed on farms in the survey were reared and
finished on the same farm. There were, however, a number of farms where
purchased stores were pieferred and of these a number were Irish. In view
•of the importance of imported Irish stores in the beef enterprise in this
country, it will be interesting to examine such data as are available about
these, although the number of records is small.

174 Irish stores were fattened on five farms during the winter of
1961-2. They were thought to be about 2 years old and cost an average of
£67.10.0.(compared with an average of E60 for all store cattle of this age).
The cost per week of feeding them did not differ materially, from the
average, but the length of the fattening period was nearly four weeks less.
They weighed over a cwt more than the average on sale but, largely owing to
the absence of calf subsidy and the much lower total of attested subsidies,

'brought a return of only t92.17.0. compared with the average return of
£93.12.8. for the whole group. The differences may be summarised as followsg-

Group Averao-e Irish Cattle
s. d. E. s. d.

. . Store Value 60. 0.10. 67.11. 7.
Cot of feeding 28.10. 8. .._. 22.14. 5.

Total Cost 88.11. 6. 90. 6. 0. ,
Price received (incl. D.P.) 89. 0.10. 92. 4. 9,
Calf & Attested Subsidies 4.11.10. 12._....,,.,.,

Total Return 93,12. 8. 92.16. 9.
Margin 5. 1. 2. 2.10. 9..• ...._. ,._. • _•......_.....

Weight at sale 9.47 cyrbs- *10.65 cwts

Sale price per cwt (incl.D.P.) 188s 173s.6d. •
Length of feeding period 144 days 119 days

VARIABLE COSTS GROSS MARGINS AND COSTS PER ACRE

Considerable use is now being made in farm planning of the concept of
=*variable costs and gross margins and it may be useful to give some indication
of how the costs described above may be used for the calculation of these
measures.

The idea behind the term "variable costs" is that When alterations are
made to the cropping or stocking programme of a farm there may be little
change in the basic costs, such as those for regular labour, rent and general



farm overheads (unless the changes are so great as to lead to a major
farm reorganisation). The only costs directly affected by minor changes
are for such things as fertilisers, feedingstuffs and similar expenses
which are directly related to each enterprise and Which vary with any change
in its magnitude. These are referred to as "variable costs", and the
difference between the variable costs and the total return obtained from an
enterprise is the "gross margin". Thus in fattening cattle the chief variable
costs are those for feodingstuffs, veterinary expanses, marketing costs etc.
Labour costs, rent and general farm overheads may be ignored in comparing
different systems because they are part of the fixed costs of the farm which
will have to be met whatever system is adopted.

In table X estimates are made of the variable costs and gross margins
for certain systems of beef production., The figures are built up by combining
the average costs for different stages of the rearing and finishing process;
they do not represent the actual costs on any particular farm or group of
farms, but are intended to be typical of certain main types of enterprise.

In calcuthing the variable costs, home grown corn has been regarded as a
purchase and charged in full at market price. Fodder crops and grazing.are
charged, not at the full cost of production as in other tables in this, report,
but on the basis of the variable costs incurred in growing them. Purchased
stores are charged to variable costs in full.

In comparing different farm enterprises, costs and returns per head are
of less value than costs and returns per acre, since the basic problem is .
usually to get the best possible return from a limited area of land.
Consequently the acreage needed for each of the systems of production is given
(except for the intensive fattening of baby beef, where the area required is
negligible) and the gross margins per acre are shown. This often gives a
quite different picture from the margin per head. Far example, the summer
feeding of purchased stores shows a gross margin of only E10.18.0. per head
as compared with E34.1,0.0. for home reared cattle. But when the land
requirements of .the two enterprises are taken into account the margins per
acre are seen to differ very little, because to rear the stores at home
requires more than three times as much land as is needed if they are purchaSed
at the beginning of the grazing season. Similarly, although purchased stores
fattened in yards show a gross margin per head of only f9, they give almAt
.as % good a return per acre as home reared. cattle similarly finished which
have a gross margin of £38 per head, simply because the purchased stores use
so little land.

Although only the returns per head and per acre are shown in the table
(these being usually the most important factors) it must not be forgotten
that other aspects of the enterprises may also be important, such as
capital requirements, return on capital and convenience of operation in
relation to the rest of the farm programme.



TABLE.X.
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VARIABLE COSTS AND GROSS MARGINS

••--.•••••-,•••

!HOME REARra) CATTLE FATTM7iD IN YARDS

3.

iVariable Cost of

Calf (bucket reared)
Store yarding

*.grazing
Fattening in yards

iTotal V.C. per head

!Total return per head 1 82.10. 0.
!Gross Margin per head 26. 5. O.

1 1••••.....•••••••••••••••

per acre

I .54
.52

56. 5. 0. 1.21

1 12 months i 18 months I 24 months. _ _ . !- ,.., - •,
' E. s. d. i Acs 1 E. s. u. 1 Acs • E. G. d. 1

23. 0, O. 1.15 i 23. 0, 0.
1
I. 1.18. O.,
1 19. 5. 6.
I 44. 3. 6.
' 36.10. 0.

89. 7. 0.
•1 45.3. 6..

• .,.....•
PURCHASED STORES FATTENED IN YARDS
  (age at sale approximately 24-30 months)- -!

ICe,st of Store
'Variable Cost of fattening in yards
!Total V.C. per head

per acre

iTotal return per head
iGross.Margin per head

_per acre

'CATTLE FATTITTID ON GRASS

. . •• •••...••. •-••••,••••,•••••••••..•.. - s- •••••••••••••••

at sale, apyroximately_ 24 months)• _ •

!Variable' cost or price of store
" of fattening on grass

tTotal V.C. per head
It per acre

IT9tal return per head -!,
iGross Margin per head

I It

It

per acre

Home reared
Acs

•

E. s. d.
1,15 36. 8. 0.
.50 2.18.._ 6 •
1.65 39. 6. 6.

23.16. 6.

73.16. 6.
34.10. o•

.15 j23. 0. 0.

.34 11. 4. 6.

.80j 3. 1. 6.

1.76 54.17. 0.
31- 3. 6. -

93.12 6. I
38.15. 6. I
20.18. 0,

Acs E. s. d.
63.12. 0. _

.471 17.11. 0.

.47i 81. 3. O.
172.13. 0.

90. 3. 6.
9. 0. 6.
19. 8. O.

•

Purchased
Acs I E. s. d.

60. 0. 0.
c. 0 

.50 62.18. 6.
125.17. 0,

73.16. 6.
10.18. O.

...••••-• •

It is assumed in the above figares that all home reared calves are reared
by bucket feeding or early weaning methods. The cost of calf rearing has been
entered at the same figure in each case, although for the intensively fed cattle
sold at 12 months the division between rearing and feeding costs is quite
arbitrary and the cost of fattening will in fact overlap with the rearing stage.
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AP_PENDIX

COSTING METHOTS

Avera.E.f.s All tables are based on simple averages of costed farms, each
bunch of cattle costed having the same weight in the average.

Horap_E.own Foods Barley and oats are charged at market price on the farm,
based on the average for the period November 1961 to April 1962, plus an
addition of 9d per cwt for rolling or ls per cwt for milling and mixing.

Other purchased foods are charged at the average cost of production.

The figures used are as follows

per cut
Oats and barley 21s.Cd.
Hay 5s.9d.
Nhngolds 2s.0d.
Turnips 2s.2d.
Beet tops ls.9d.
Silage ls.10d.
Kale E25 per acre

Labour Labour on cattle is charged at a flat rate of 4s.10d. per haur,which
includes overtime and time lost through (sickness, holidays etc.

Tractors Charged at 4s.6d. per hour. This includes an allowance for
depreciation and repairs on implements used, as well as on the tractor
itself; but does not include the cost or the driver, which is included in
labour.

Graz inE The actual costs for rent, fertilisers, cultivations etc. on grass
grazed by the cattle have been recorded and an allowance made for the cost
of establishing lays. Grazing on aftermaths is charged at only a proportion

of the total cost, the balance going against the hay or silage.

The grazing costs, calculated in this way, are apportioned between the
cattle and other stock using the grass fields according to a scale of
equivalent animal units corresponding to the average fodder requirements of
stock of different ages and types.

Overhead Expenses A share of the general overhead costs of the farm is
charged against the cattle. This is calculated at 10 per cent of the total

costs, excluding depreciation.

• • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • •




